Troop Shelter

A WORLD OF FABRIC STRUCTURES

> Dimensions: 5m x 8m
> Internal height: 2,30m
> White or colored PVC
> Structure made of aluminium tubes
> Cast aluminium corners
> Fast and easy to install
> Interchangeable parts

Applications:

MILITARY & NGO

The TROOP SHELTER is an ideal multipurpose camp tent, for applications like NGO’s, military or any situation that requires a solid,
simple and easy-to-install structure.
The structure is made of anodized aluminium tubes (diameter:
63.5mm diameter and thickness: 2.5mm). Connecting pieces are
cast aluminium corners. The assembly is made without pin, bolt
and requires no tools.
The fabric is a fireproof (M2) opaque PVC tarpaulin covering sides
and roof, with two removable covers for gable façades.
This tent can be set up in 15 minutes by 3 people and can accommodate 12 people.

TECHNICAL FACTS
Model

TS 5x8m

A (m)

4.85m

B (m)

1.77m

C (m)

2.43m

Tubes

Ø 63.5mm - 2.5mm

Length tubes (m)

1.74m & 3.80m

Longest part (m)

3.80m

Total weight (kg)

180kg

Packing dimensions

PVC: 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.6m
Tubes: 3.80 x 0.8 x 0.8m
Parts: 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.8m
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Other sizes upon request

Cast aluminium corners

Frame made with aluminium tubes

Steel footplates
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Lacing on sides

Universal corner

B

The cast aluminium corner is the unique and interchangeable assembly
piece for the TROOP SHELTER.
The lower fins (A) allow the suspension of an inner insulation fabric or
lighting.
The upper wings (B) are used for installation of bracing cables for applications in areas of high storm.
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Customization

Accessories

We can customize the TROOP SHELTER according to your wishes: choice
of tarpaulin color, printing of logo or
visuals, new sizes, etc.

Optionally, we can offer you a wide
range of accessories: transparent
windows, mosquito nets, indoor roof,
air conditioning unit, etc,

Other applications
The speed of installation enables the TROOP
SHELTER to be used for other applications
suche as marketing campaigns, aid stations,
festivals, etc.
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